HAVE YOU ATTENDED YOUR REQUIRED RPTS PREREGISTRATION ADVISING?

THERE ARE ONLY 3 DAYS LEFT OF REQUIRED ADVISING APPOINTMENTS. IF YOU HAVE NOT SCHEDULED YOUR APPOINTMENT YET, PLEASE DO SO NOW!
IF YOU HAVE NOT CHECKED YOUR REGISTRATION TIME ASSIGNMENT DO SO NOW.

IF YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO FIND YOUR REGISTRATION TIME ASSIGNMENT WINDOW, PLEASE WATCH THE VIDEO.

CREATE YOUR REGISTRATION WORKSHEET

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET CREATED YOUR REGISTRATION WORKSHEET INSIDE HOWDY, THEN BE SURE TO DO SO BEFORE YOUR REGISTRATION WINDOW OPENS.

NOTE: ANN IS DEIDREE WILLIAMS ON NAVIGATE

BOOKING YOUR APPOINTMENT

HOW TO SCHEDULE ADVISING APPOINTMENT IN NAVIGATE

1. GO TO HTTPS://TAMU.CAMPUS.EAB.COM/
2. CLICK "GET ASSISTANCE" IN UPPER RIGHT CORNER (BLUE BUTTON)
3. SELECT "ADVISING TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY" FROM DROP-DOWN MENU
4. SELECT "AG COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE LIFE SCIENCE" FROM DROP-DOWN MENU
5. CHOOSE THE REASON/TYPE "AG - PRE-REGISTRATION" FROM DROP-DOWN MENU
6. CLICK NEXT
7. SELECT "AG - RPTS - AGRICULTURE & LIFE SCIENCES BLDG." FROM THE DROP-DOWN MENU
8. CHOOSE THE ADVISOR THAT HAS OPENINGS
9. SCHEDULE APPOINTMENT THROUGH TIMES AVAILABLE ON CALENDAR.

NOTE: ANN IS DEIDREE WILLIAMS ON NAVIGATE

WHEN DO YOU REGISTER?
NEW INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL EXCHANGE IN SPRING 2021 FOR COALS STUDENTS! CLICK THE BUTTON BELOW FOR MORE INFORMATION.

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING THIS DECEMBER PLEASE SEND A PICTURE OF YOURSELF AND HOW YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR NAME TO BE PRESENTED TO KAILEY STRACK AT KSTRACK@TAMU.EDU. PLEASE SEND THIS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Learn More

AGLS 489: Special Topics in Global Agricultural Influences
International Virtual Exchange
In partnership with Mohammed VI Polytechnic in Morocco
Required Preregistration Advising Appointments

1. BOOK YOUR REQUIRED VIRTUAL AG - PRE-REGISTRATION ADVISING APPOINTMENT FOLLOWING THE SCHEDULE ON THE NEXT PAGE.

2. REVIEW THE SPRING 2021 COURSE SCHEDULE. IT WAS PUBLISHED YESTERDAY.

3. USE THE DEGREE EVALUATION TOOL TO SEE WHAT CLASSES YOU HAVE LEFT TO TAKE. DEGREE PLANNER IS NOT THE ONLY TOOL YOU SHOULD BE USING.

4. FILL OUT YOUR TRIAL SCHEDULE FORM COMPLETELY PRIOR TO YOUR APPOINTMENT. IF YOU SKIP SECTIONS, YOUR APPOINTMENT WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL HAVE TO RESCHEDULE.

5. EMAIL A COPY OF YOUR TRIAL SCHEDULE FORM TO THE ADVISOR WITH WHOM YOU HAVE AN APPOINTMENT.

6. AT THE TIME OF YOUR APPOINTMENT, CLICK THE ZOOM LINK FOUND IN YOUR NAVIGATE APPOINTMENT CONFIRMATION EMAIL. ENJOY YOUR ADVISING MEETING!
REGISTRATION HOLDS
Check Your Howdy - My Profile

FINANCIAL

- Financial Holds Could Be:
  - Past Due Loan - CRC
  - Installment(s) Past Due
  - Financial Aid Hold - General
  - Past Due Student Acct Balance
  - Returned Item - Invalid Account

TITLE IX

- Title IX Training Required

ACADEMIC

- Academic Holds Could Be:
  - Final High School Transcript
  - Missing UG Degree Plan
  - Sophomore Degree Plan Req’d
  - Adv Must Approve Registration
  - Scholastic Probation

ISS

- International Student Services Holds Could Be:
  - 20C Distance Learner
  - Check-In at ISS Required

The registration holds above are only a selection of potential holds that may be on your account.

HOWDY ✅ MY PROFILE ✅ HOLDS (top right)
Contact Advisors

ANN ALEXANDER
979-845-0571
awilliams@tamu.edu

MELYSSA-ANNE STRICKLIN
melyssa.stricklin@tamu.edu

Click on the Photo to Enter My Office